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By letter of 6 December 1978 the Council of the European Communities

requested the European Parliament to deliver an opinion on t-he proposal

from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a

research and training programme (1979-1983) for the European Atomic Energy

Community in the field of controlled thermonuclear fusion.

The President of the European Parliament referred this proposal to
the Committee on Energy and Research as the committee responsible and to
the Committee on Budgets for its opinion.

On 18 September I978 the Committee on Energy and Research appointed
I'1r uoE rapporteur.

ft considered the proposal at its meetings of 24 November 1978, 20

December 1978 and 25 January 1979, and at the last meeting unanimously

adopted the motion for a resolution and the explanatory statement.

Present: Mrs Wal-z, chairman; Mr FISmig, vice-chairman; Mr Veronesi,
vice-chairrnan; Mr NoE,rapporteur; Mr Bertrand (deputizing for Mr Verhaegen),

Lord Bessborougr, Mr Fioret, Mr Fuchs, Mr Lezzi, Mr Mitchell, Mr Oaborn

and Mr Vergeer.

The opinion of the Committee on Budgets is attached.
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A

The Committee on Energy and Research hereby submits to the European
Parliament the following motion for a resolution, together with explanatory
statement:

MOTION FOR A RESOLUfION

embodying the opinion of the European Parliament on the proposal from the
Comrnission of the European communities to the Council for a research and training
progralnme (1979-1983) for the European Atomic Energy Community in the field of
controlled thermonuclear fusion

The European parfiSme3L

- having regard to the proposal from the Commission of the European Communitiee
to the Councill,

- having been consulted by the Council (Doc. 5Oa/781,

- having regard to the report of the Committee on Energy and Research and the
opinion of the Committee on Budgets (Doc. SBL/79) ,

- conscious of the gravity of the long-t,erm energy supplies problem and the
limited number of means available to resolve it (breeder reactors,
thermonuclear fusion, solar energy),

- avrare of the potential advantages which thermonuclear fusion might present
for the cr,mmunity, having regard to the high level of energy consumption per
unit area, the latitude and the climate,

- aware of the constant progress being made in research into thermonuclear fusion
and the significant results recently obtained with Tokamak devices,

- conscious of the difficulty of the scientific and technological goblems which
have to be solved in order to develop a ne$, energy source based on thermonuclear
fusion and the scale of the financial and human resources necessary for this
deve lopmerr*-,

1 o, *o . c 2gg, L3.12.L978, p.2
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1.

2.

3.

Welcomes the high
by the Comrnission

degree of Community integration achieved in this field
in conjunction with the Institutions associated with it;

WhiIe deploring the unjustifiable delay brought about by the Council,

causir,g the community to lose the lead which it had in this field in

spite of repeated exhortations by Parliament, welcomes the fact that an

agreement on the site and a decision to go ahead with the JET programme

have been reached;

Stresses the value of the 'sliding progralnme' principle (adoption of a new

five-year programme after three years'implementation of the preceding one)

making it possible to adapt the programme to take account of scientific
and technical progress in this field, and recognizes the need, in Lhe

preser t situation, to adopt a new five-year Progralnme;

4. Notes with satisfaction that the general programme Proposed by the Commission

is being coordinated with the JET project, to which very high priority ia

being givea, and is oriented towards the implementation of the next stage;

5. Welcomes the intensification of researchinto the Tokamak line and auxiliary

heating systems and recommends that activities should be concentrated as far

as alternative lines are concerned;

6. Recommt'nds that particular attention be given to high-fie1d Tokamak

devices as they may provide a short cut to ignition;

7. Welcomes the setting up of a more substantial fusion technology programme

in the five sectors proposed: superconducting coils, tritium, materials,
environmental impact and reactor design and, on this last point,
af)prov.:s thc contj-nuati on of studies into the possible agrplications of
f rts;Lort not dirc'ctl y conn(.cL(.d with gcncratin<J elcctricity (hybrid

fusion-fission reactors) ;

Finds that in the field of inertial confinement, in which the Commission has

so far been unable to undertake any Corununity coordination or integration for
reasons outside its control, research in the Member States is lagging

behind that in the field of magnetic confinement, whilst outside tha
Community significant technoloqical progress is beinq made which mav

lead to a scientific breakthrouqh;

9. Hopes, therefore, that the Commission's efforts to set up a substantial
progralnme in this field will meet with success;

8.
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10. Stressing the fundamental importance of international cooperation in thie
field, particularly in view of the scale of the financial and human reEourcesr
necessary tr attain the final objective:

- Welcomes the fact that two European non-Member States have associated
themselves with the fusion project and that various international
initiatives within the framework of the IEA and the IAEA are under way,

- Recorrmends that the maximum effort be made to increase international
coop(rration in this fie1d, with a view to achieving the final objective
with the .rtmost speed and efficiency;

r1' Finding it impossible to describe as anything other than irresponsibre,
after the delays in taking decisions on the JET project, any attempt under
any pretext to delay further the implementation of the proposed general
Programme on which the success of JET depends, urges the council to approve
the Commission's proposal forthwith.

PE 55.734/fLn.-7-



B

HQLAI{ATORY STATEMENT

I. Introduction

1. rn 1958 the European community set up a prograrnme on 'controlled thermo-
nuclear fusion and plasma physics' which was to lead to the joint constructj-on
of prototyPe reactors suitable for production and marketing on an indust,rial
scale. The annual cost of this existing fusion progranme is comparable to
that of one day's oil consumption in the Community.

2 - The Council decided that this long-term collaborative project should embrace
all the work on fusion and plasma physics being carried out in the Member States
and that it should be partly financed by the Commission.

3. The Community's Programme on plasma physics is now functioning well and early
experiments )n fusion have yielded satisfactory results.

The time has nolrr come to set up a joint prograrnme on fusion technology,
although it will probably be more difficult to prevent national initiatives being
taken in this area particularly once it becomes possible to build fusion reactors
for commercial use at some point in the future.

4 - The Community nature of the programme has been confirmed by the creation of
the joint undertaking JET which will be the focal point of the European programme
over the years to eome.

5. The justification for the Community nature of this progranrme lies in:

- the scale of hrrman and financial resources required;

- the long time scale of the effort necessary (at least until the end of the
century) ;

- the great interest shown in this potential source of energy in a1t Member
States;

- the opening of a wide Community market for the European reactor when
success is achieved.
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If . lf.tqiIg__prcgfarune

5. Si.nce l-975 the Comrnission has been in favcur cf 'uhe orinciple of a

's.l-:-c:,ng progr:am,'ne', i.e- tire acopticn of a new fj,ve-year progranme after:
three yeais' implemen*-atj.on <>f i:re precedinq one, so as t_o maintain the
coni:inuity of '"he prog):anme r,rliil-e +t the same t,ime havinq the opportunir-y to
adapt it, i1 necessary, to tak-e accour-.t of changes in the scientific and
t ecl'rnical s iLrrat.:-on .

-; - ille Council Decisi.on of 25 t{arcb 1976 larrs <lovrn tha,; 'the Commission
rr'r11 submit- to the Council. j.n 1973 a revierv propcsai. designed to replace the
E,resent Pl:ocramlre with a new five-year prograrfine as from I January Lg7g, .

8. The Cornmission deerns it necessary to propose the present programme for
t'l:e ::oLloruing reasons :

(a) +;he pi'ogress made in Tokamak pnysir,s makes ic essential to undertake
new specifj.c experirnent-s if furt-her progress is to be achieved;

{i,) P.ec.enr:1y cieveloped hea'-ing methols can be applied to confj-ning <levices
al;eauy built or under constructLon, including JET; other heating methods
Erusi: be- deveio.peo, which drc nto!i:] suited to fr.rture appricati.ons;

(c) t;he k'e)' fusion technology prlnbletns fcr the Tokamak -l-ine have been identified
and irternirticnal co-1-laboraticn tras begurn on Lwo of them (Iarge supraconducting
coil-:r :-rrcl the effects of neutron bornbardment on materials); it is now

oes:-rahle t c set, rlp a corr,pr--eh+:nsiue t-echnol.ogj_caI proerarnme ;

i.i\ Lhere is ait 1$7are!jess in all ihe Member States of tbe need to make progress
in':he iield of nuclear fusiar, and a desi.re to take appropriate action.

l.iI . ir[gr4-qliAgt cooBeratiorr

9 " lforld-r+ide exchanges of information have been proceeding satisfactorily,
particularly -Ln the fielo of magnetic confinement.

An increased US effort has become noticeable on the international scene
over the past few years.

official cooperation is deaIt. witii by two organizat,ions: the International
Atomic Energy Agcncy (rAEA) anc the rnternational Energy Agency (rne1 .
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10. In the las: two years three implementing agreements have been concluded

within the framework of the IEA: on t-he intense neutron source, the large
coil project and plasma-wall interaction (Textor).

11. Moreover, a periodic exchange of information on very large experimental
devices (TF'-'ll in hhe USA, JET in the Community and JT-60 in Japan) , aecornpanier-J

by a series of workshops on specific construction problems, has been in progress
for three years.

L2. The presen.'. prc,gramme is the fifth to be proposed to the C,:ilnc:,l- and, for
the first tirae, it is one being presented while the previous pr{,Ei'e.irne has been

running for less than three years, thereby compJ-ying with the Council Decision
of 25 March L976.

13. While three years may be a short time in research, sufficrent rorogiress
has been mad': in a number of subjects to justify'a posteric::-' tlre use of the
'sliding programme' concept. The principal aim of the last two programmes has

been to develop lokamak research in Europe and this objective has been fulfilted:
construction of JET has begun and a complementary set of medium-size devices has

allowed Europe tc play a leading role in Tokamak world research during the last
few years. Other devices are under construction or in the course of definition.

JET

L4. Preparations for the 'Joint Undertaking,fET' were concluded in 1977 when

Culham was chosen as its site.

At the end of the interim phase (June L978) , the construction phase was

begun.

The machine is planned to be operational
About 100 conLracts have been placed for work

which are mainly concerned with tests and the
machine.

IV.

for basic performance in 1983.

to be performed by third parties,
manufacture of components for the

15. In particular, the vacuum vessel, the toroidal coils and the power supplies
(flywheel-generator-converter systems) have been ordered.

Finally, a consultancy contract has been placed for the JET buildings and
associated services.
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16. JET alone is neither sufficlent nor is it designed to tackle arl the
problems which have to be solved before the next generation of Tokamaks can
be launched.

L7 - The major Tokamaks already operating in the community, TFR (Fontenay) ,
Pulsator (carching), and Dite (culham), have contributed very substantially
to the general progress. Tosca (culham) is a smal1 Tokamak on which shaped
cross-secti,>ns and adiabatic compression can be studied. FT (Frascati) is a
high magnetic fierd device and is the most ambitious technologicar undertaking
carried out in Europe.

18' Finally, Asdex (Garching) will be a Tokamak with a 'poroidal divertor,
and powerfur heat,ing by neutron injection and Textor (,ruticn) is the subject
of an international implementing agreement, on cooperation with the Americans
and will be mostry devoted to the important problem of plasma-wall interaction.

V.

19.

(a)

Implemeotation of the proqramne

For the implementation of its fusion prograrnme, the Community relies upon:

support, comprises
specialists able to

a staff of 860 professionals, including the JET team.

The total staff, incruding technical and administrative
more than 3,000 people. They are a well_integrated group of
work together on a European scale.

(b) 19 spe.:ialized laboratories with modern equipment;

(c) managemenL structures created on the
the work of each laboratory is integrated
acquires greater importance.

Commission's initiative through which
in a true European framework and thereby

A cooperation agreement was concluded with sweden in 1g75 and a simirar
one with Switzerland is likely to follow in I97g.

VI .

(A)

Obiectives of the proqramme

Maqnetic confinement

20. The main objective is to acquire sufficient
the post-,fET machine.

knowledge to be able to define

This impl ies:

- construction of JET and preparation of its experimental programme;

-11 - pE 55.734 /fLn.



obtaining
devices,

- development of

implere-r,-' '" .' :

mate;: ia;. s " s'- i,
r---^sign .--r- - r,.t(

construction
dnC t:l-: s.:.

'ilr1. i.;1 -:

O-E t,l,r"i-rtti

oIa

,---:' information from inte::media.t.e e i.::,_- tc-::i da1
:-yp.: or of other types;

powerful auxiliary heating systems;

: ;schnological programme, particuiar-v i-n the field of
-.-ccrductirrity, tritium handling, remore l-randlinq and reactor

medium size supraconducting To1<ama1< for p::ofile shaping
.l;-'..1i es;

construciro.i o:: a medium size very high field Tokamak designed to achieveI
1lln 1t ron

lr-. !

magnet:-c :,_^.i !*r_

alternatrves Ec,

.- j_ - the programme is to assje:_

: ' 'r?,res (SteIlarator, reverserl
: )J',aril;ks "

,:, : i . .c ,,'l.i cl-r other
-c:-rch) a::e real

s l-.4''

-f -j. e l- rl

(B)

2L.

-i-!-.J.:r2-_:- !.:_ j r?,. q:t

The Europeen siruation in this field is unsatisfactoi:rz.

The C''::i: piaepared a minimum pro.Jt:E:,rrr.e

- to mahe a ci:iti-cal evaruation of resurts obtained elsewhcr-o.

to far-'r r. I -:',..
labo::atcric.:

to ma int.: ii r ii,--

research ef fo--r ts

.; ?:: possible an exchange ot- j-nforrn...l,.r_on rvj Ll-t I'or eign

- -.'u:' :f competent scientists to mcrr-tcr ani assess European
scattered over various civilian laboratories.

VfI" Progran;r.tl__.1)r;i;:@

(a) staf f

22- As of mrd-r9i 8 --he professionar labour force stood at
broken down as f cl_lows:
- qualif ied ::e;:l-.:.- s::i.en,,1ists working in the Associatior-sthe Member jla.;_es rir:ciuding 60 EURATOM officia-Is)
- general suppori: (-ncluding 9 EURATOM officials)
- JET team

- Associatior sr-ttu\TOI,I-NSBESD (Sweden)

- JRC (tspra)

about 860 prsons

700

75

4B

25

L2

860
'l
- Smal1 high-field devices may provide

a shorter +-iine and a_t lower cost.
a

L2

short cut for obtaj-ning ignition in
PE 55 .7 3,{ fLn.



23. It is difficult to evaluate the
Associations, support,ing services are
approximat,e estimate would be a total

overall manpo$rer since, in some of the
shared with other laboratories. An

of at least 3,000 people.

24. As to the composition of the professional staff, it appears that the
number of physicists is sufficient but that there is a shortage of engineers
for the design and construction of the devices. Furthermore, since there
has been no recruitment of young professionals in recent years, the average
age of the staff is rising at an alarming rate.

(b) Expenditure

25. Contiruation of research work at the present leve1 (1978), taking account
only of inflation and the increased cost of personneJ-, would require a forecast
expenditure of 588m EUA over the five-year period. An extension of present
activity will lead to an increase in expenditure of 103m EUA ancl the new

activities envisaged (tritium technology anrl tests on materials) will rc<1rire
additional exponditure of 45m liUA. Thus the total expenditurc forecast for
the five-year period is 736m EUA.

26. The investment required for implementation of the 1979-1983 programme is
estimated a'- 120m EUA, in the economic conditions at the beginning of L979.

27. The proposcd partial ceilings for the investments of the associated
Iaboratories which shoutd be financed by the Community at the preferential support
rate of 45% are the following:

Mill ions IIIIA

Tokamaks and support to JET 64

Other toroidal devices 15

Heating and injection 35

Fusion technology 30

InertiaL confinement 6

28- The sum of these ceilings (150m EUA) is higher than the proposed overall
eeiling for priority actions (120m EUA) as the ceilings shown cannot be reached
simultaneously in all the lines.

29. The cost of the JET project in the construction phase has been calc,rlated
to be 184.6m EUA at January L977 prices and with the rate of exchange for the
EUA of 3 Januiry 1977 (1 EUA = Bfrs 40.6207) . 80% of the Joint undertaking's
expenditure will he borne by EURATOM.
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VIII. Conclusions

30' rn view of the Progress being made towards controlled thermonuclear
fusion, Parliament considers that the Community should concentrate its
future action in the following areas:

r' rn the field of magnetic confinement, which is the only one in which the
Community is making a large-scare investment, every effort wirl have to
be made in order not to lose the lead gained over the last ten years but
now jeopardized by the delay in taking decisions on the JET. particular
attention will be required in order to save time, for the final test on
the use of tritium which will be carried out under the next five_year
programme which shourd be adopted - without delay - during the initial
phase of the JET prograrnme.

31' Furtherrnore, it would be extremely desirable for community activities
to include the buitding of a small-seale Tokamak with a high magnetic field
and hence ohmic heating to enable it to reach a high fusion rate in a short
time and at low eost which would make possible a study of plasma behaviour
in a state of near ignition and, if possible, ignition.

32' Also very important are the tests now being made at the Fontenay aux
Roses centre which will lead to the construction of a Tokamak with super-
conducting magnets with the aim of prolonging the duration of the fusion
experiments.

33. Fina1ly, it would be useful to intensify studies and experiments
using high-frequency heating as an auxiliary plasma heating system in
addition to the injection of neutrons obtained from positive ions, since
this holds out better prospects for application in fusion reactors when
taken together rrith the possible development of a technorogy using negative
ions to inject lieutrons which wilt penetrate deeper into the plasma.

11.

34' Though research within the community into inertial confinement is
limited larc,ely to national actions, praise seems due to the commission,s
initiative to set up a nucreus of specialists at community level to folrow
closely the progress being made elsewhere, particularly in the United
States.

35- This is because the furry comprehensive programme being conducted
there, particularly on the use of lasers, frdy read to results comparable
with those obtained with magnetic confinement and it is therefore vital
that the community should also be prepared for this eventuarity.
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36. Pina-Iy, work going on outside the community on hybrid fusion-fission
reactors wiLl nave to be followed by design and documentation studies.
This will concern both the at present and more advanced field of magnetic
confinement reactors (particularly of the mirror type) and the possibte use
of lasers for the same purpose.
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Annex

Workinq document

on

guidelines for research into
nuclear fusion as a source of energy

INTRODUCTION
Nuclear fusion as a source of energy for peaceful purposes is, of

course, rot yet a reality and will not become one for several decades.

Nevertheless it has the potential to become one of the three main
primary energy sources able to meet the demand for energy over a long
period and in very great quantities.

This role wiII be shared with breeder fission and solar energy.
Fusion can be employed in a very similar way to breeder fission,
particularly since it offers the benefit of r:ontinuoua proc}rction.

Nuclear fusion is thus potentially an j-nterestjng atterrrative
source of energy and the advantages which it offers over breeder fission
have attlacted particular attention from politicians.

Notwithst-anding the fact that breeder fission is already on the point
of entering colnmercial use and will be impossible to replace for several
decades at Ieast, gtiven the present state of the art, the advantages
of fusion over breeder fission are :

I. no radioactive fuelwastes to be reprocessed or stored;

II. a complete fuel cycle in situ;

IIT. no danger in the case of accidental Ioss of control;

IV. shorter monitoring time for irradiated structurat materials
(the first waII enclosing the chamber in which fusion takes
place will have to be replaced periodically and the irradiated metal
must then be stored);

V. less strategic importance of the fuel;
vI .

VII.

short fuel doubling time;

wide availability of fuel.

This list shows that nuclear fusion will be better able than breeder
fission to answer objections raised on the grounds of safety and impact
on the environment.
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This is extremely important jn view of t-he incontrovertible
need to continue to buird nucl-ear powei' stations on a large scare,
initiarly of the tlzpes al.ready in commercial rrse and subsequently
breeder fission stations rvhich are their logicar development.

The positive attitude which our committee has always taken on,
this matter rvirt appear even more'j r,rstifi.ed if it is accompaniec by
firnr support f:r the complex, long anc ccstlrr research work needed
into nuclear fusion u*rich rvill- one day make it. possible to discontinue
Pltttonium production (which is at present indispensable) with all the
aecompanyi'rg control and safety measures.

These arquments are even more cogent in the Buropean context-.

No other industriarized area :f the world, apart from Japan, is
at present so dependent on imported fuersas Europei consequently a new

energy source such as fusion, r",hich could free the Community from this
liability, vuould have great political advantages.

Furthermore, the high energy consumption per unit of area linked
to high population density makes the problems of environmental impact
parti-cula:Iy acute. T'his faetor may set a limit on the development
of .both sc,Iar eilercJy, because of Ehe vast areas needed for the collector
equipment, and energy production from fast-breeder reac:ors, because of
cer+-ain problems connected wj.th the fuel cycle.

'r{hat _is_ f-u_a!qr-'.

Thermonuclear fr.rsion is the ma j.n source of energy in the sun

and the stars and has becn effected on earth by exploding the
hydrcgen hornb.

Research into the physical conditioirs necessary to obtain and
nriri;:tain a controlled supply of thermonuclear energy began almost
thirty years ago. While fission, or the division of heavy atoms
into light atorrrs,is produced by the impact of neutrons on certain
fissile atoms {usua1Iy isotopes of uranium and ptutonium), fusion
involves the ereation of heavy atoms through the colliding of
light atoms.

-L7 - PE 55. tzO/fLn.



In both cases usable energy is obtained when the surplus

binding energy possessed by the atoms after the process, is released.

Naturally the fusion process wilI become usable cnce the quantity
of electrjcal energy generated by the reaction is g::eater than the amount

needed to prod':ce and maintain it. Fusion resembles the irormal process

of chemical cornbustion : a considerable quantity of energy is needed

to 'reach ignition' or to start the fusion reaction which is not the
case with fiss-ou"

To keep i:he r:eaction going, a delicate balance is :::q:ired between

the input and output of energY.

From this it may be deduced that, in order for the reactive mass

to start io hu:n.. j.t r,rust be brought to a certaj-n ternpei-:t.rle and

that, as in an.7 cc'nbustion process, for the combustici-r to be self
sustaining, the mass must be held at this temperature for a minimum

period.

Ttris nrinjmum period is caIled the confinement time since. during
this time, the reacLive mass must be . firmly insulated from the

environment to the fullest possible extent.

The confinement time may also be understood as the time which

the reactive rr,ass would take to cool, i.e. to lose its energy to the
wal1s of tl,e container. The minimum confinement time becomes shorter
as the density of the reactive mass increases.

Reference is usually made to two types of energy equations Eo

define the physical conditions necessary to obtain fusron- In the
first a comparison is made between the electrical enegy produced

and the energy needed to heat the reactive mass and to compensate

for radiation losses : this is the Lawson criterion. In the second,

a comparison is drawn between that fraction of the energy produced

which remains confined within the reactive mass and the energy

lost: this is the iqnition criterion.

Both of these

temperature and the
criteria require specific values for the
product of density and confinement tinie.
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where the density of the reactive nrass is equal to or greater than that of

the solid state, the confinenent time may be so short that the combustion

process produces an explosion. llnis is the principle of the hydrogen bomb'

The only way to control the reaction a t these densities is

drastical-Iy to reduce the energy released, i.e. to Provoke micro-explosions

and this requlres densities much higher than those of the solid state' This

approach to fusion is also called inertial confinement because the inertia

of the particles themselves is sufficient to limit the expansion time' and

hence the plasma cooling time, to values greater than the confinement

time needed.

When, however, the density of the reactive mass is very low' i'e'

that of a gas (ten or more orders of magnitude less than in the case

of inertial confinement), the confinement time increases to one or more

seconds. The walls needed to contain a gas at very high temperature and

hence very high pressure for such a long time obviously cannot be material

ones. This hiqh temperature gas is ionized and thus an excellent

conductor of electricitY-

An ionized g.sl is usually cal 1ed plasma and since one of its properties

is that it does not readily cross a magnetic field, it is possible to use

non-material walls formed of magnetic fields to confine it-

The reactive mass therefore assumes the shape imposed on it by the

magnetic fie1d.

FUSION F'JELS

Avarietyoffusionreactionscanbeusedtoproduceenergy.

Ihe mcs t interesting of these involve 1i9ht nuclei

Thegreatestattentionhasbeengiventotwoisotopesofhydrogen:
deuteriu-n (D) and tritium (T) .

Deuterium is present in water to the extent of one gram in

approximately thirty litres of water'

since the fusion of the deuterium contained in a liter of water would

yield the same amount of energy as the combustion of 300 litres of oil'

the enormous energy potential of this process is apparent'

There is no difficulty in obtaining fuel for the D-D reaction' given

the large qua,rtities of deuterium present in water'

-.

"A gas is ionized when
atoms as a result of

the electrons are separated from the nuclei of
collisions due to thermal agitation'
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In addition, reactor design and safety problems would be considerably
simplified since there is no fuel to breed and a much smalrer quantity
of tritium present in the plant.

Hov'ever, the two rigorous conditions which this fusion would pose
with regrrd to plasma physics (temperatures five times higher and much

longer confirement times than thee reguired by the deuterium-tritium
reaction) mean that no work on the D-D reaction is being carried out
for the present. on the other hand, tritium has to be produced from
lithium by bombarding the neutrons produced by the fusion reaction and
to this extent the fusion reactor can be regarded as another type of
breeder reactor.

The known reserves of lithium in the earth's crust are equal, in
energy terms,to thcEe of fertile materials (rrrr.rU rnrrr) for fast
reactors; hence D-T fusion has a practically unlimited energy potential
similar to that of fast reactors.

{9cs g 
- 

g t _re_lUz,_Ig _9 9s!r9!1_9 9 _!ss,_ql

As mentioned above, the two ways of resolving the problem of
controlled fusion now being investigated are:

a - magnetic confinement
b - inertial confinement

Various rleans

They may be divided

To eliminate losses from the end of an
obvious modification is to close it to form

of maqnetic confinement are being studied at present.
into open and closed configurations.

The former is roughly cytindrical in form and thus has a potentl-al
advantagre ovel. tho more complex closed configuration; it also offers the
advantage of stationary operation. Unfortunately there are serious Iosses
of plasma from the ends of this configuration and a large part of the power
produced in a reactor based on this design would have to be fed back in
to sustain the thermonuclear reaction.

This line is being followed in the United States (the mirror reactor)
and is considered to be the main alternative to the Tokamak system. llany
scientists feet that if it were necessary to build hybrid fusion-fission
reactors (see below) , they could be supported by this type of fusion.

open configuration, the most

a torus.
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The unevenness inherent in a toroid,al magnetic field causes the
particles to drift and, to overcome this phenomenon, a helicoidal winding
would be j_nserted within the toroidal magnet (Stellarator, see Fig. l)
or a current induced through the ring of plasma which, as mentioned
above, is a very good conductor (Tokamak, see fig. 2).

TOROIDAL

TMLICOIDAL
eorLs

Fig. 1 STELLITRATOR VACuuM
VESSEL

MAGNETIC
COILS

FIELD

,rr.:TOl(Ah'i/r l(
VACUTJM
\TESSEL
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The Tokamak has the advantage over the Stellarator that the system
for producing the magnetic field is simpler and the current in the prasma
arso serves to heat the latter by means of an ohmic effect.

As

Tokamak

fusion.

we

!n

shall see below, the greatest effort has been
the search for a means of obtaining controlled

put into the
thermonuclear

InertiaL confinement

Research into fusion using inertial confinement does suggest that it
is scientifically feasible to heat and compress smalI spheres of a suitable
fuel for very short periods so as to obtain fusion with a net output
of energy.

Theee smal1 spheres of fuel may

of temperature and pressure by means

fhe energy and power of
to trigger off the explosion
lower thr3 value can be.

brought to the required conditions
lasers or beams of c.loctrons or ions.

beam must reach a threshold value in order
the higher the density of the target, the

be

of

Most research into incrtial confinement is at present rli racl-erl low,rrds
heating a pellet of a diameter of approximately 1 rnm containing a
mixture of deuterium and tritium to provoke micro--exprosions with a
frequency of one or more explosions per second.

the

and

rt is th.:refore necessary to precompress the target bo a clcnsil:y
greater than that of a solid; this is possible usj.ncl thc samc laser tro.rnr
provided that its intensity, together with thc gcometry of t-hc tar(Jet, are
suitably arranged.

Over the past ten years, rapid progress has been made in this field
in the United States thanks to the integration of

- physical experiments

- the drarring up of computer programmes

- component design

- systems development.

Computer programmes make it possible to calculate the interaction
and transport of laser beams, electrons, ions, x-rays and fusion products,
the magnetic and electrical fields associated with these interactions and

target movement.
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By using the laser propagation mode1, it is possible to calculate
the refraction and absorption caused by the incidence of laser beams on

the prasma and hence the acceleration of the plasma itserf boosted by
the laser beams.

Special studies and experiments are under way to determine the
characteristics of these targets and it appears that the best type is a

ho1low sphere of deuterium and tritium.

This shows the eomplexity of the phenomena which have to be understood
and mastered. rt is, however, clear that this approach is the right one to
employ for this difficult job.

It is expected that, in or around the year 1982, one of the teading

laboratories in this field (Livermore, USA) will carry out a crucial
experiment in which the thermonuclear energy may equal the energy of
the laser.)eam.

Success in thcse experiments or similar ones being carried out at
Los Alamos and the Lebedev Institute in l"loscow,m,ry prompt a ncw wave of
optimism about laser fusion which at present is the subject of some

doubts even thr..,ugh intensive research is being carried out.

It should also be remembered that some countries, particularly the
USA and the USSR, are conducting large-scaIe classified programmes for
military prrposes on power lasers and their applications. These prograrnmes

may have arready tackled problems of crucial interest for controlled
fusion.
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The existence of classified programnes, far from helping civil
prograrunes, IIlEly in fact hinder the development in the European Community
of a coordinated programme to be partly financed by EURATOM because of
the danger of a proliferation of information of some probable military
interest.

some of the technicar advantages and disadvantages of inertial
confinem>nt with respect to magnetic confinement can be noted in
passing:

Advantages of inertial confj_nement:

- no magnet:'.c fields,.
- no insulauing rnaterials;
- smaller unitary power;

- simpler design for maintenance.
- less critical vacuum seals;
- smallcr guantities of tritirrm.

Disadvantages of inertial confinement:

- more intricate preparation of the fuel;
- steering of the target;
- greater circulating power;

- laser technology stil1 to be developed;
- very high frequency impulses;
- materials liable to thermal shock;
- radioa:tive fragments of the target.
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The Tokamak s

As stated above, most research into controlled thermonuclear fusion
is devoted to the Tokamak system.

Table I lists the main Tokamaks which are now in operation or under

construction throughout, the world:

TABLE I

Main Tokamaks in operation or under construction:

The generation of large devices which will be in use in the 198o's

wilt, as can be seen, include JET in the European Community, TFTR in the

United States and JT-6O in Japan.

Plant Location Field
(tesla)

Curr.
(MA)

a
(m)

R
(m)

Year of
completion

TFTR

PLT

ALCATOR

DOI'BLET III
T-7
T-10

T-4

JT-6O

JT-4
JET

ASDEX

TEXTOR

FT

DITE

TFR-6OO

Princeton
Princeton
M.r.T.
La Jolla
Moscow

Moscow

Ivloscow

Jaeri, Japan

Jaeri, ,Japan

Culham

Garching
Ji.rlich
Frascati
Culham

Fontenay

5.20
5.OO

3.2

2.60
3. OO

5.oo

4 -50

5.OO

3.oo
3.45

2.8
2.OO

10. oo

2.80
6.oo

2.50
1.60

o.16
5. OO

o. 50

1. oo

o.30
3.30
t. oo

4.80
o.50
o.50
1. oo

o.2a
o.60

1. 10

o.45
o. o95

o.54/L.35
o.33
o.37

o. l7
I. oo

o.45
L.25/L.9s
o.40
o.50
o.2L
o-23
o.24

2.65
L.32

o.54
l. 50

L.22

1. 50

o.90
3. oo

1.40
2.96
L.64
t.75
o.83
I.L2
o.98

1980

L975

L973

L97A

1977

L975

1970

I980
1980

19A2

1978

1981

L977

L976

L977
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Notab 1 r' .j,.,i . r ,r r s:nal Ier operationa l i:Ir'' ,.-: -' . .: hr Tolcamak

(FT) , the PLT in ?rinceton (USA) and the TIO in ]ir,iclr;;r.c.-:ii ;1ea.. I4oscow.

The Princeton laboratory established a record dui:j.ng an experiment in
the first half of August 1978 by reaching a temr:eraru!3 c,f 6C million degrees

centj-g:ade "

JET : a;'-c-tn+-ic project, as are the othe; t-,'. 1':l'='-':lrs of similar
size.

A ve::tj-car soclion of the torus has a v'idi-h cf ---':'-': liii a:ti a height

of about i2itt

The coscs oi -on-1'trructing and operating a derzice or ultrs type for
the five or six years necessary for it to be properlv adjush.ed and to carry
out experiments.. is estimated at approximately Lit 250 million.

The T,.:kar,-rir.(:- t',,i1-c,t shouid be undergoing ;:: l:, -'r L -.', i')' s .'lJ i
probably rrlake r-.- -r. s s'bLe to attain longe:: conrln::r';t - - . :! -3o-, the

plasma at a higher temperature which would be another sb.ep forward towards

the commercial use of this machine.

ENERGY FROM FUSION

Eollowing the results obtained at Princeton iini,r::-'.5r, 1.'7 i,n -\ugust L978,

a ne\r, macirir: : I '...cla': eonstruction there a:id C,'; '- : '.:: - .:-t-c =ervice
in 19BI may ::.!'.--. i-;.-i--ior: during the early l93C; 's.

The FT Tokamak which has already begun operatr,rr; i;' F::ascati (Italy)

as pert cf ,-l:: '-....i'ui: j-;1/ programme and Double+- Tl, i -,.. '-:t ri::1.1c;icn of
which b1r (,gvigrpi -1 1:o:aic at La Jolla is now nearinq .'::-,r,'.::'-r -i.,il , sh.ould also
produce sorne rr,1-.el:?si-.ing resulLs during the next r'e-r -;-. i-:-'

There ai": z-.is;;1:Iairs under the Cormunity p::ogrii,'l't':- \'..i-;i'J out the
VHFT ignition exper:iment in Garching (Bavaria) in coope::ation ruith the

Frascati cenf-re a;rC '{:he Americans, in which a mach:-.ie '; ! ;ai,-he:-' sma1I

dimensions i^ri-ch a vei:y strong magnetic field ;nay p::cd';ce a'1 advance in tshe

physics of fusion -ve:: relatively short perj-ods"

An am-i::-lic.is e:ilreriment to find all the ansr"le:s t-.) ';h:se physical
problems using a s:-nEie machine would require expet:dl;u::e of the order of
eight hundred tl'ousand million lire.
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Investment of this scale can only be envisaged if a high degree of
reliance can be placed on the scientific and technical results obtained.

It therefore seems more sensible to continue with the present step

by step approach being fol.l-owed throughout the world so that each step

will create greater confidence in the outcome of this research and

increase knowledge of these Phenomena under gradually more rigorous

condition;.

For cxample, some caut-ion is advisable as to the results of the

JET project since this machine is designed t-o operate with the plasma at
temperatures above those so far recorded; this means that new Ptrenomena

may occur presr>nting fresh problems although results obtained at Princeton

are somewhat r.'assuring on this point.

The most urgent problems to be tackled in order to assess the

feasibility of fusion with a Tokamak system are:

in physics:

- a study of the confinement of reactive plasmas at a temperature in
excess of IOO million degrees;

- additional heating methods with radio frequencies and neutron

injection;
- study of the interaction of the hralls with a reacting plasma (D-T) and

its effect on Plasma PuritY;

in technologyz

- study of materials for the first wal1 resistant to high neutron flux;

- materials; with a low activation index to reduce the impact on the

environment;

- remote control systems for changing the first wall;
- breeding and cooling without the use of metals or liquids to increase

the safety of the Plant;
- techniques for the use of tritium in accordance with acceptable safety

criteria;
- large superconducting magnets;

- studies of plant management and maintenance.

TmDact of -'usion reactors on the environment

As stated earlier, the operation of a fusion reactor does not leave

any long-1ived radioactive waste to be stored since the stable bv-products

of the fusion rcaction (helium) are not radioactive.
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This is the great advantage of fusion over fission. The fuel contains

a radioactive component, tritium, but this is produced on the site.

One subject which demands the maximum attention is the risk of a

leak of tritium into the biosphere (tritium emits bet,a rays and has a
physical half--ife of 12.3 yaars and a biological half-life of L2 days).

The design of the reactor at present envisaged is such as to hold tritium
leakage within acceptable limits.

The materl-a1s used in t,he construction of the reactor and particularly
its most exposed part, the first wall, musU be stored and held under

surveillance for a certain time if they are changed during the life of the

reactor and, in any case, after its decommissioning. If suitable alloys
of vatadiurr and titanium are used, it has been calculated that after some

decades in storage the structural waste will have a residual radioactivity
equal to that of natural uranium and witt thereafter no longer require
particular surveillance.

tt is nevertheless clear that the most difficult problems for the

Tokamaks relate to the life of the first wall. This will depend on the

materials used for it in the experiments and the consequent frequency of
replacement operations which in turn will be decided by the remote-control

arrangements aoopted.

It is obvious that a reactor cannot be operated economically if there
are too frequent or too long interruPtions.

Hvbrid fusion- fission reactors

These reactors may constitute an intermediate step towards pure

fus ion .

The idea is as old as that of fusion and is derived from the ability
to amplify the power of a fusion reactor by using its neutrons not to heat

a fluid buL to produce fissile material and to increase total Power by a

factor of 10.

Fusion systems with which it will be difficult to meet the economic

target of a pure fusion reactor may lead to hybrid reactors.

Even if a hybrid solution is adopted, this will not free us from the

need to reprocess irradiated fuel and store the waste because of the
fission element involved. Hybrids ha're not aroused mueh interest in EuroPe

or Japan, brt have attracted slightly more attention in the USA and USSR.
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A reactor of this type is very safe since the quantity of
thermonuclear energy in the plasma is smaller and because the uranium fuel
is always held under the critical point which is an advantage if any

difficulties should arise. The process stops of its own accord without
special techniques having to be used.

Some scientists studying the use of lasers in thermonuclear fusion
are designing hybrid reactors to produce fissile fuel suitable for fission
reactors.

Studi-es have also begun into the production of hydrogen by means of
nuclear fusion in association with thermochemical,electronic or radiolitic
processes. Of these studies, the thermochemical method, i.e. the method

that the Ispra Centre has been testing for some years, seems to be the most

promising.
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Draftsman: The EarI of Bessborough

on 31 ,fanuary 1979 the conmittee on Budgets appointed the Earr of
Bessborough draftsman of the opinion.

rt considered the draft opinion at its meeting on 2g February and
Lst March 1979 and adopted it unanimously.

Present: Mr Lange, chairman; the EarI of Bessborough, drafEsman;
Mr Alber; Lord Bruce of Donington; Mrs Dahlerup; Mr Schreiber;
Mr Scott-Hopkins; Mr Shaw and Mr W0rtz.
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40.

4I-

Attitude of the Committee on Budqets to
expenditure in the sphere of research and enercrv

1. rn drawing up this opinion, the committee on Budgets considers it
appropriate to recall its position i.n regard to Cornmunity expenditure on
research which it had formulated ln t-he past. This view was set out clearly
and concisely in the reso-1rrtio.,(1) on the 1978 draft budget which stated the
following:

" (The European pariiament)

Recognizes that some steps relating to the development of European
in<iustry, in partrcurar the st,rengthening of advanced technorog,y, can
best be effected .rt the Cornrnunity level;

Believes that r-here is an obligation on the Community (a) to assist,
through thc budget., the financing of research and coordination jn rer;ard
to some of the advanced technology sectors, the securing of some ener,ly
and raw mat-erial_s, researeh and inrrestnrent actions,... and (b) to
develop a Community energy policy;

Acknowredges r.hat this implies an effort on the budgetary plane which,
though not inconsiderable, would represent an overall saving since
there wourd be greater economy in total outlay than would be the case
if these measures were u.ndertaken by Member states themserves.',

2. 'ihrs position was rej-l-erated in the draft."sol-.rtion(2) on the 1979 draft
n_ug.i'e!. which stateC chaL:

" (The Europeai parliament)

27. Considers it urgent that, on the basis of the outcome of the summit
conferences, the conunon energy policy should pursue three general aims:

(a) to reduce dependence on energy imports partly by creating
a Europ3an reserve of prirnary energ-y stocks,

(b) to encourag-. al_ternative sources of energy,

(c) to push through energy conservation programmes.,,

(1)o.,r. vot. n c.2Bo 2r.i"),s77
(2)

Doc. 4OO/78

42.
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3. Therefore, against this background, the present opinion can be confined
to (i) an examination of the budgetary, financial and control aspects of the
Commission's proposal relating to the research and training Programme (1979-

1983) for the European Atomic Energlg CommuniEy in the field of controlled
thermonucl".t frrsio.r(1) and (ii) a consideration of the justification
advanced for commiLting the expenditure involved.

Backqround of the proposal

4. The applicatir>n of controlled thermonuclear fusioncqrldbe expected to
be of benefit to the Community, in the longer term, because it would help to
replace other diminishing sources of energy. As welI, it would - if
successful - add to the security of supply. However, a considerable effort
will be needed if this potential source of energy is to be made a reality
through operaLional fusion reactors.

Reasons for the proposal

5. ftre Commission gave the following reasons for putting forward the

proposal - and these justifications fit. in with the criteria formulatsed in
the past by the Committee on Budgets, endorsed by Parliament in plenary
session and which are set out at paragraphs 1 and 2 above. These are:

the scale of the
carried o!-t on a

the need for new

effort is such that it would be most effectively
multi-national basis;

sources of energy is common to all I'lember States;

a long-term effort is involved in developing the fusion reacEor; and

operaLing thrcugh a joint effort should result in a larger markel-

for the reactor, once it is developed.

Expendit,ure involved

- on presenr- activity

6. The Commission's presentation of the sums involved in its proposal is
somewhat unclear. However, the following tables show the results that arise
from the outline pr()gramme for the years 1979-1983. The amount of the
estimates for tgZe 

(2) (104 million EUA) is taken as a starting point;
mult.iplying by five, a figure of 520 million EUA is obtained. To this
is added 40 million EUA to cover the allowance for inflation at the rate of.

7\% (the estimate for the twelve months to January 1979) . Then, a sum of
28 million EUA j-s added to cover the cost of manpower at an unchang'ed

numerical level but growing at the rate of 6% a year because of normal

(1)ro" . 5oB/7a
(2)"or details, see

attached tab1e.
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incremental creep and allied factors.

extension of the effort

7. At poini IIl 5.2 of the proposal, the Commission draws attention Eo

"the very posi-tive results obtained in 1978 on the Tokamak line',.
Investigations intc this aspecE have not yet been completed but i-t could
lead to a shortening of "the construction phase of JET". Further, the
possibility of building two new Tokamaks is referred to - although it is
pointed out that ";he possibility of building each of the two new

experiments has not yet been assessed". A more convincing case c.a.n

be made for acLion in regard Lo plasma heating, fusion technology and

inertial confinement. T'he total cost of this package of activities would
be 103 million EUA.

mobility

8. The settjng aside of a maximum amount of 2 million EUA, to cover the
cost of staff and j-nformation mobility, is also proposed. This would make

it possible to exchangTe staff among the various laboratories thus helpi-ng
to spread specialised knowledge within the Community. ft would be in line
with the wishes expressed in the report on the discharge for the 1976

financial y"".(1) which stated at paragraph 27 that parliament
"is of the view that a degree of mobility for researchers should
constitui:e an integral part of the overall Community approach

Fo research". (2)

manaqement and adminis tration

9. A ceiling of about 7 million EUA is proposed to cover management and
administration costs - staff of the fusion directorate in Brussels, the
organisation of meetings, expert contracts and so on. The Committee on
Budgets has frequently urged that a tight check be held on this aspect of
research work - note, for example, that, in the report on the discharge
for the 1975 frnancial y".r(3), it was pointed out that parliamenL

"believes that the Commission should seek to ensure that ... an

optimum balance is maintained between operational research
costs and staff expenditur"." (')

and again in the report on the discharge L976 f,or the financial year
"draws attention to the need for maintaining the appropriate balance
between staff costs and expenditure on operationaf .""""r"h." (5)

(1) ro".
(2\ o.r.
(3) 

Doc.
(41 o.J.
(5) o.J.

489/79

c.6, e/L/te79
165/77
c.183 -t.8.1977
c.6, 8/L/r979
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Recapitulat.ive Table (million EUA)

Contj-nuaticn of present activity

- unchanged volume 52O

- allowance for inflation 40

- incremental creep 28

extension of presenl: activity
- new Toka.maKs 50

- additional heating 23

- inertial confinement 10

- fusi-on cechnoicAy 20

588

103

45new activitie s

cost of "mobility"

manaqement and admrnj qLration

Total 745

10. Howeve:.', the Commission indicates that the Community participation is
estimated at 2I7 million EUA made up as follows:

Genera 1 suppo:: t
Preferentiai- support
"I'Iobi1i-ty"
Management and ad.ministration

(million rue)

154

54

2

7

,=::

11- rn ac.dition to l-hr.s amount for the research and training'programme, a

sum of 131"7 million EUA is estimated for the construction phase of JET

during 1979-1983.

JET proiect estimates (comrcrtments)

12. The Commission has estimated that the cost of the JET project in the
phase 1979-1983 will amount to 131.7 million EUA. Ttris was arrived at as
follows:

(mi1lion EUA)
Estimated cos'- 1926-1983 at

constant January 1977 prices 184'6

Share to be borne by the budget of
the Communities (8O%) 147.7

Commitments entered into in 1976-1978 - 16.O

131"7
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It is proposed that these figures be replaced by the figures shown in the
amended text which have now been supplied by the Commission and which reflect
the irnpact of inflation since January L977.

13. ft is to be uoted that this
January 1977 prices. The estimate

estimate of 131"7 million EUA is based on

does not include (i) the cost of operating
the cost of the necesearv capital investmentthe facility during 198j nor (ii-l

for an extended_-p5-ogr lrngg.

Breakdown of tre estimate of the 2

14. ftre following table sets out the estimates of appropriations for
commitment:

appropriations for commitment

,000 EUA

contracts staffyear

7979

1980

I9fJl

I9B2

1983

Total

Add:

20,054
1 13 ,127

8,000

8, OO0

149,381

6, 127

6,561

6,95..t

7,372

7, 815

34,830

admi rri s tration
etc.
231

247

2(r4

282

_302
r,326

total

26, 4L2

I20,l3s
-t\,219

15 ,654
8, II7

185, 537x

31,463
2 I7, 000

Pre - 1979 commitments

Grand Total

of the amount of 185,537,000 EUA, 8,537,000 EUA are still
available in appropriations for conunitment from the I976-1980
progranne: therefore, the new appropriations for commitment

being sought amount Lo l7-/,000,000 EUA.

Uery!h,9I-_14fa9_lveq

15. ltre Commission estimates that the total manpower involved in the
prograrnme is of the order of 3,000 people while the total professional
manpower ls put at about 860; however, only a fraction (about 10 per cent)
of this total will be employed by the Community. No additional staff is
sought for the five years for either the JET or the non-JET parts. Figures
for staff do no: include those under contract in industry.

Reference to control

16. At pages 76 and 79 of t-he proposal, it is stated that administrative
and financial- control wilI be applied by

" - steering committees

- financial control and contracts department of
D.c. XII of the Commission

- Court of Auditors".
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It is surprising that no mention is made of the control responsibility
exercised by the Parliament

(i) as a Dartner in the budgetary authority;
(ii) when examining the guarterly statements furnished

in accordance with Article 29 of the Financial
Regulation; and

(iii) in the context of the preparation of the discharge.

The Committee on B'rdgets felt that the attention of the Commission should
be drawn to this aspect.

Aspects of the JET estimates

17. As is indicated at paragraph 13 above, the Committee on Budgets noted-

certain aspects of the way in which multiannual estimates were
prepared. It is of the utmost i-mportance that the data on which budgetary
decisions must be based should represent a careful and accurate
presentation oi 1ike1y costs over the years ahead. Out-of-date stat-ist-ics
are not parLicularly helpful.

Comments of the Court of Auditors

18. In its report on the 1977 fl-nancial year, the Court of Auditors made

a series of thought-provoking comments on various aspects of Commission

activity in relation to research, investment and energy. These include
"The Court is of the opinion that the Commission should have taken more

effective steps to ensure their probable rate of usage of this facility
before embarking on the expenditure involved." ..."The Court does not
accept that such delays, which can lead to expensive equipment standing
idle for long periods, can be considered as normal." ..."The financial
and legal consequenees of these developments, which could be considerable,
have not yet been clarifiea."(1) These and many oEher issues will be gone

into in the report on the discharge for lgllQ) However, they justify a

certain unease concerning the calculations (and usd of appropriations for
research and investment activities. Despite this, the Committee on Bud.gets

decided to endo:'se the proposal, mainly because of the considerations set
out in paragraphs 1 and 2 above

Amendments to tte proposal for a Council decision

19. Ttre Committee on Budgets considered it necessary to amend the artieles
of the proposed decision. These amendments, which add to the clarity of ttre
text, are set out in the annex to this opinion. The amendment to Article I
takes account of the fact that 1 January 1979 has now passed; the important

(1)o.r. voL. 2r No. c.313
(2)30.12.1978 p.rges 57 and 7O-- these concern the JRC and not the fusion programme
'-'Now being prepared by Lord Bruce of Donington
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date is that at the end of the period, i.e. 3r.12.19g3. Article 2 is
amended (i) to bring it into line with the new agreed presentation and (ii)
to show the figure for the programme (without JET) at million and the JET

fiqure at 145 million in view of (a) the general basis of fhe esrimatcc which,
in any event, will be revised during future budgetary procedures and (b) the
tentative nature of the proposal in regard to the second new Tokamak. Article
3 is amended to include both Parliament and council in the budqetarv authority.
ihe change to ArticLe 4 is in linc with that ro Article 1-
Conclusions

20. Itre Comm:t,tee on Budgets

(a) recalls :-ts positive attitude towards the financing, through the
general budget of the Community, of research particularly in regard
to the securing of future sources of energy;

(b) takes account of Parliament's clearly expressed support for the
fusion progra,nme and its unwlllingness to tolerate further delays in
getting it underway;

(c) notes the Energy and Research Committee's cndorscmcnt ol- t-h<: proposals;
now under consideration;

(d) considerl it appropriate to round up the figures for the programme without
JET and to modify the figures concerning the construction of JET so as to
take account of the changes in econo_m-ic conditions since January L977;

(e) accePts that the budgetary authority will be informed when the results
of the updating of the cost estimates for the programme are to hand;

(f) regrets that this proposal came forward so late in I97g;

(S) will pay special attention in the consideration of the discharqe 1977
report to the comments made by the Court of Auditors in the research and
energy spt,eres;

(h) asks the Court of Auditors to examine in due course the staff aspect of
the JRC at Ispra insofar as its work conce.rns thermonuclear fusion research;

(i) reminds the Conmission of Parliament's responsibility in regard to the
control of Community expenditure which it exercises when examining (i)
the draft budget, (ii) the quarterly returns submitted under A rticle
29 of the Financial Regulation and (iii) the discharge report;

(j) believes that, during the annuat budgetary procedure, the estimates
for the JiJT and non-JET parts of the prograrune should be reviewed in
the light of scientific progress, economic development and new data
supplied by the Commission;

feels that the amendments indicated in the attached annex shourd be
effected to the proposal for a Council decj_sion;

aPProves the commission's proposar subject to the observations set
out in this paragraph.

(k)

(1)
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TEXT PROPOSED I]Y THE COI\,IMISSION OF

TH E EU ROPEAN CO]\I]\IUNITIES
AIT,IENDED TEXT

Proposal for a Council Decision
aoopting a research and t.raining Programme (1979-83)

for the European At.omic Energy Community

in the field of controlled thermonuclear fusion

Preamble and recitals unchanged

Article 1 Article 1

A research anc. training programme A research and training progremrc

in the field of controlled thermo- in the field of controlled theruo-

nuclear fusion as c.lefined in the Annex nuclear fusion as defined in the

is hereby adopted for a five-year Annex is hereby adopted for the

period beginning 1 January 1979. period endinq on 31 December 1983.

Article 2 Article 2

The g]obal needs for the entire The global needs for the entire

duration of the progranune without JET duration of the Prograrune without

are estimated a i 2t7 MEUA and 113 JET are estimated aE 22O MEUA and

CommuniLy employees. 113 Community employees.

The global neeCs for the construction The global needs for the consLruc-

phase of JET during the duration of the tion phase of JET during ttre

programme are estimated at 131.7 MEUA duration of the Programme are

and 150 temporary staff within the estimat.ed at 145 MEUA and 150

meaninq of Article 2 (a) of the temporary staff within the meaning

conditions of employment of other of Article 2(a) of the conditions

servants of the European Communities. of employment of other servants of
the European Communities.

These figures are only indicative. These figures are of an indicative
nature on1y.

T'he European unit of account is
defined in Article IO of the Financial
Regulation of 27 December 1977 Unchanged.

applicable to the general budget of

the European corunu.,ities 
( 1) 

.

(1)
O.J. No. L356, 31.12.1977, P-1.
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TEXT PROPOSED I]Y THE COI\II!flSSION OF

THE EUROPEAN COIII]IIUNITIES
AMENI)ED TEXT

Article 3 Article 3

The Commission shall submit to the The Commission sha1l submit to the
Council in 1981 a review proposal

designed to re rlace the present
programme with, a new five-year
prograrnme with effect from

1 January 1982.

European Parliament and t-he Counc'i1,

not later than 1 July 1981, a

review proposal designed to replace
ttre present programme with a new

five-year prog'ramme with effect
from 1 January 1982.

Article 4 Article 4

Decisions 76/345/Euratom andDecisions 76/345/Euratom and

7l/47O/Euratom are repealed. This 79/A7o/Evratom are repealed. fhis
Decision shalr enter into force on Decision shall enter into force
1 January 7979. immedial-elv.

Annex: conseguential chanqes to be effected
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ANNEX 1

Fusion Association Budgets 1978

National EUA
currency trrlio. zal uA Laboratorigs

Belgium 77,9L1,4OO L,955,7L5 1,558,228 ERM and ULB

France (CEA) L24,549,OOO 21,653,654 22,425,099 Fontenay-aux-
Roses, Grenoble

Italy (CNEN) 8,710,000 7,943,O22 13,936, OOO) Frascati, padua

" (cNR) !,5Lg,566 1,385,757 2,43I,3061 and tlilan
I

Denmark (RrS/) 5,77L,OOO 822,273 769,467 Risl

Germany (KFA) 25,997,OOO 1O,284,925 7,103, OO5 Julich
" (rpp) 95,931,400 37,952,352 26,21O,765 Garching

Nether lands L7 , 460 , 0OO 6, 367 , 499 4,823 , 2O4 Jutphaa s
(FoM)

united 11incldom .I0,-r00,000 1.>,\67,277 25,2oo,ooo cuj lranr
(UKAEA)

103,932,468 1O4,457,074

Note: Sweden and Switzerland not included
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